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AN ARAMAIC FRAGMENT OF THE WISDOM 
OF SOLOMON 

ALEXANDER MARX 
JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMERICA 

T HE Apocryphal Books left relatively few traces in Jewish 
literature. Still there is evidence that some of the books at 

least were current in Spain in the 12th and 13th centuries in 

Syriac texts transcribed into Hebrew characters.' Of such 
transliterations of a book of the Peshita we have a much earlier 
specimen in the so called Targum on Proverbs. Of the Apoc- 
ryphal Books only one small text of the kind has come down 
to us in tolerable completeness, namely, the story of Bel and 
the Dragon which has been published by Neubauer as an 
appendix to the Book of Tobit, a Chaldee text, Oxford 1878.2 

I Under this category we cannot count the quotation from the Peshita 
on Psalms which Ibn Aknin in his commentary on Canticles mentions 
in the name of Masliah ben E1-Basak. The latter had been sent by the 
Gaon HIai to inquire from the Catholicos how his Syriac version trans- 
lated Psalm 141 5. The reading given s wut a 'S rt'tn n~tttIt (Neubauer, 
Notice sur la Lexicographie HMbraique, p. 168, 171) was evidently gathered 
from a Syriac copy in the possession of the Catholicos. The reading of 
the word %. Neubauer declares doubtful. Steinschneider reads it Ir and 
Geiger, Jildische Zeitschrift, II, 1863, p. 152-3, note **, corrects it into "11; 
our Peshita reads .,. ~il w . Ji.; I N (The Peshitah Psalter, ed. 
Barnes, Cambridge 1904, p. 215). 

Steinschneider does not mention these references to the Peshita in his 
collection of quotations from the Vulgate and other Christian translations, 
3Monatsschrift filr Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums, vol. 37, 
Breslau 1893, p. 230-231. 

2 Compare N5ldeke, Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie, 1879, p. 64. 
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Nahmanides knew similar texts of the book of Judith and 
the Wisdom of Solomon. Of the former he has a quotation 
(chap. 1 7, 8, 11) which he curiously ascribes to a Susanna Scroll. 
He says in his commentary on Deuteronomy 21 14': 
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Of the Wisdom of Solomon Nalhmanides offers a more 
extended quotation (chapter 7 5-8, 17-21) in the introduction 
to his commentary4: 
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3 I quote from a beautiful fifteenth century MS. of the Seminary 
Library compared with the three incunabula editions going back to 
different MISS., Rome before 1480, Lisbon 1489, Naples 1490. Compare 
Brill, Jahrbiicher fiir Jiidische Geschichte und Literatur, Frankfurt a. M. 

1877, vol. iii, p. 6, note 12. The Syriac is found in Lagarde's edition, 
Libri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi Syriace, Leipzig 1861, p. 104-5, and 
Ceriani's photolithographic reproduction of the Ambrosianus, fol. 218 recto. 

4 According to Wolf, Bibliotheca Hebrea, Hamburg 1715, vol. i, p. 1047, 
Muhlius reprinted a corrected text of this passage according to a MS. 
His book however is inaccessible to me. I follow Ceriani fol. 139 verso 
in the Syriac text which in a few minutiae agrees more closely with 

Nahmanides' version than Lagarde. 
5 Grimm, Das Buch der Weisheit erkldrt, Leipzig 1860, p. 9, under- 

stands this word to mean "translated" instead of "written in Aramaic" 
as Voisin rightly put it (Observationes, in Raymund Martini, Pugio Fidei, 
Leipzig 1687, p. 126); "vidi librum Caldaice descriptum." See the text 

quoted in note 7. 
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The last verses Nahmanides quotes again in a lecture 
delivered in the Synagogue at Barcelona about 12656: 

mmul S1t=n 111mpr n80= M15mm 14?v JLvibi rm 3tr INW 1a 
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6 Jellinek, Rabbi Mose ben Nachman's Dissertation ilber die Vorziige 
der Mosaischen Lehre, gehalten in der Synagoge zu Barcelona. Zweite 
Ausgabe, Wien, 1872, p. 22. The passage is not found in the earlier 
editions and was first published from a MS. by Schorr, He-Chalutz, 
vol. viii, p. 158. The text is very corrupt and is only given here for 
the sake of completeness. 

5 
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We find a more interesting reference to the book of Wisdom 
in another lecture of Nahmanides dealing with Ecclesiastes 
which he delivered in Gerona 1266 or 1267 shortly before he 
left Spain to settle in Palestine.7 Here he gives us a clear 
statement of his opinion of this book and the reason of its non- 
inclusion in the Canon. Of the authenticity of the book he 
evidently has not the least doubt. After speaking of the three 
Solomonic writings of the Bible he continues: "We find 
another book called The Great Wisdom of Solomon which is 
written in difficult Aramaic and the Christians have translated 
it from that language. I believe that this book was not arranged 
by the Men of Hezekiah, the king of Judah,s but that it went 
with the Jews to Babylon orally and there they fixed it in their 
language, for it only contains sayings of wisdom and has not 
been written by inspiration." 

I doubt whether on the basis of these references one is 

justified in making the sweeping statement' that "the Syriac 
version of the Apocrypha, transcribed in Hebrew characters, 
was known among the Jews in Spain." 

But in Spain undoubtedly several Aramaic texts were current 
under the name of Solomon, and in the Zohar we find various 
references to such books. In one instance the Zohar quotes a 

passage which is ascribed expressly to the Book of Wisdom of 
Solomon but which probably belongs to a different circle of 
literature. The passage runs thus: 

7 nr6p • l"p1 mvin vn'i, ed. A. Z. Schwartz, Vienna 1913, p. 9: 
ty1m rg -mm IsI2 lttn ill-in pwv?.t surn rmn btwr ko m a mp vlfl 1'6 sa it 

8 Comp. Proverbs 251. 
9 Neubauer, The Book of Tobit, Oxford 1878, p. xiv. On the other 

hand, Dukes' hypothesis, Rabbinische Blumenlese, Leipzig 1844, p. 33, 
that Nahmanides became acquainted with the Syriac text of Wisdom in 
Palestine turns out to be unfounded. 
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"A sign for anger is paleness, a sign of foolishness is talk, 
and a sign of ignorance - boasting".1' 

Two quotations from the Wisdom of Solomon which occur in 
the Zohar HIadash are even more foreign in subject-matter to 
our Wisdom. The first" runs thus: 

(For thus we find in the book of the Wisdom of Solomon:) 
"And when these four (the i of Ezekiel) gather together in 
their journeys, the noise of their journey is heard in the whole 
heaven like the voice of many of the high angels who are called 
(Daniel 7 to) 'thousand thousands and ten thousand times ten 
thousand' and like the voice of the one servant who serves 
before the high king. And this gathering of theirs at the time 
when he is going to make goodness emanate upon them is the 
most important of all of them." 

The second"' is: 

10 Zohar, Numbers, fol. 193 b. Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften, I, Berlin 
1875, p. 13, note, translates the first part "blasse Farbe ist ein Zeichen 
der Siinde", but the above translation seems more in keeping with the 
context, in spite of the parallel in the Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 33a 
end, to which my colleague Dr. Ginzberg drew my attention. 

t1 Zohar Hadash on Gen. 1 9, Salonica 1597, fol. 19 b. The words in 
brackets are added in later editions. 

12 ib. on Gen. 2 7, fol. 32 b seq. The late Dr. Kotkov suggested to 
me to correct the impossible ,oP into annp, the Syriac o~.i (see 
J. Payne Smith, Compendious Syriac Dictionary, Oxford 1903, p. 518) 
and O'DWip into IaM which, he thinks, stands as an equivalent for the 
Sefira Hekal. 

5* 
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32b-33a Gen. 2 7. (And we learn in the Book of the Great 
Wisdom of Solomon:) "It is the divine name Shemita which, 
on account of the dark ink, the king, the castle puts on the 
small seal to give him rule under it." 

These two passages evidently are derived from a Cabbalistic 
book which may be identical with the N~5D S4~2'7 N'IDD 
repeatedly quoted in the Zohar. For the sake of completeness 
I add these passages in a foot note.13 

13 See the list in Zunz, 1. c., Steinschneider, Bodleian Catalogue, p. 2288. 
A. Zohar I, fol. 7 b: 

.pIPMn -I5 Nip In=atV IN-im INVI&rV-1 
(In connection with the son of the Shunnamite we find in the book 

of King Solomon:) "The engraved divine name of 72 names he engraved 
upon him in the form of words, for the letters of the alphabet which his 
father had engraved upon him originally had disappeared when he died. 
Now when Elisha embraced him he engraved all these letters of the 72 
names, and the letters of these 72 names which are engraved are 262 
letters and all of these letters were engraved by the breath of Elisha in 
order to revive him with the letters of the 72 names and he called him 
Habakkuk." 

B. ib. 13b: 

pity on the poor whole-heartedly, his countenance will never be changed 
from the likeness of Adam, and when the countenance of Adam is marked 
upon him he rules over all the creatures of the world by the power of 

countenance; that is the meaning of the words 'and the fear of you and 
the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth' etc. (Genesis 9 2). 
They all fear and tremble before this image which is marked on him. 
For this law (viz. charity) more than any other law helps to bring men 
into the likeness of Adam. How do we know that? from Nebuchadnezzar; 
although he dreamt that dream, as long as he took pity on the poor, it 
did not come upon him. When be looked with an evil eye upon giving 
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What freedom the Cabbalists permitted themselves in making 
up "quotations" from the Wisdom of Solomon can best be seen 
from the Apocalypse prophesying the movement of Sabbatai 

alms to the poor then the Bible says (Daniel 4 28), 'To thee it is spoken' etc., 
at once his countenance changed and he was driven away from men. 

The same quotation is found in a Hebrew translation in Meir Ibn 
Gabbai, lpv n $lSn, in the chapter on the Sukkah as taken from the Book 
of Solomon's Great Wisdom, N~a n•IbS1 i tn•n rn •ni 'l1bb . See 
Chones' note in his edition of Abraham ben Elijah Wilna, E1ar• tIn, 
Warsaw 1894, p. 63-64. 

C. ib. I appendix 2 b: 

(We are thaught in the book of King Solomon:) "If on the last 
night of the Feast of Tabernacles one looks at one's shadow and sees it 
complete, death has not been decreed upon him for that year." 

D. ib. vol. II, 67 a: 

(We find in the book of King Solomon:) "Whoever raises his hand 
upward but not in prayer and devotion he is a man who is cursed by 
the ten rulers appointed and they are the 'ten rulers that are in a city' 
(Ecclesiastes 7 19)." 

E. ib. 125 a-b: 

(We find in the book of King Solomon:) "Whoever partakes of such 
food either mixed (of milk and meat) together, or at the same time or 
at one meal, for 40 days there appears a kid with a helmet on its skin 
perceptible only to those above (angels) and a company of the Unholy 
Side approach him and he thus provokes visitations upon the world, 
unholy visitations, and if he begets a son during this time they lend him 
a soul from the Other Side (that of impurity . . .)." 

oSipn ' is the technical term for a kid roasted in its entirety with 
entrails and lungs on its head like a helmet. 

F. ib. 139 a: 
*1*5 v 1 Inn pi aw nvn nns Nbn ui n obt m.oo nn5tn Nl41o 

In the book of King Solomon there are in reference to this altar of 
brass secrets about the higher world. 

G. ib. III, 10 b: 
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Zevi which was written by the Constantinople preacher Abraham 
Jakhini and circulated by Sabbatai's prophet Nathan of Gaza 
as an old quotation from the "Book of the great Wisdom of 

(In the book of King Solomon he says:) "The meaning of the Yod 
with three knots which are contained in its own knot, is one the most 
awful one (the Sefira Keter), one of hidden paths (the 32 Paths of 
Wisdom), one of the deep river (the Sefira Binah)." 

The text is partly corrected according to a quotation in Meir Ibn 
Gabbai, j? n1t 'Ikp, Berlin 1850, fol. 10 a; NMllpl, is a correction suggested 
by the late Dr. Kotkov for 8NI1mp: and l alp. respectively; to him I 
also owe the interpretation of the Sefiroth. 

H. ib. 65b: 

(And we find in the book of King Solomon:) "The word Asher ('IM) 
alludes to the combination of the Eden and the Castle in a celestial union." 

I. ib. 104 a-b: 

(In the book of King Solomon we find:) "At the time when 
copulation takes place below, the Lord sends a form like unto the face 
of a man impressed and engraven in an image, and it hovers over this 
union, and if the power were given to the eye to see, a man would see 
over his head an image formed like unto the face of men. By this image 
man is formed, and when this image which the master sends does not 
hover over his head and is not found there, man is not formed. This is 
what the Bible means (Genesis 1 27) 'and God created man in his own 
image'. This image precedes his entrance into the world". 

J. ib. 164a: 

14,110 0 'rN 1-nmin n3i 1851 I-p n rvinX nwi mm 0-114 1 I nIZ 115lnl Inn N.115 

(In the book of King Solomon the order in which the patriarchs are 
buried in the cave of Machpelah is given as it ought to be and is this 
way.) "Adam and Eve first, Sarah and Abraham next to them, Isaac 
and Rebekkah in the other corner of the straight line in the same row. 
Jacob and Leah in the middle. Thus women are next to women and 
men next to men: Adam and Eve, Sarah and Abraham, Jacob and Leah, 
Rebekkah and Isaac. Adam on the one side and Isaac on the other and 
Jacob in the middle. Isaac next to his father would not be according 
to propriety." 
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Solomon" which he had discovered.4 It begins: I Abraham, 
having been in seclusion for 40 years and being worried by the 
power of the great crocodile which dwells in the Nile and 
wondering when the end would arrive, heard a voice calling: 
Lo! a son will be born to Mordecai Zevi in the year 5386 (1626) 
and he shall call his name Sabbatai. He will humiliate the great 
crocodile and take away the power of the flying snake and of 
the crooked snake and he is the true Messiah and he will make 
war without hands until the donkey will mount the ladder... 

The quotations from the Book of Wisdom which I propose 
to discuss here are quite different in their character from all 
those mentioned before and I think are much more interesting 
in many respects. They are found in a commentary on the 
Zohar which was written in Spain, perhaps in Saragossa, in 
1325 and has the title "~10r'l 312 (Pavement of Sapphire). 
According to G. Margoliouth"5 the author is Joseph Angelino. 

K. Besides these quotations we find in I 225 b a reference to the 
book of King Solomon, the book which treats of the higher world which 
he calls the all-inclusive wisdom. 
xSn- i x n ;p t mr-1-5 wilp-i rix r xvin tDnm ~v-t w ft4l5t bumvx and III 
78 b to the 

,5watr 
as 8Ny 1 for the divine names found in the crown. 

L. Finally a quotation belonging to a different kind of book occurs 
in II, 171 b-172 a. 

(Similarly it is hinted in the book of King Solomon where it treats 
of the science of the precious stones) that if the shine of the spark and 
glow of certain stars are missing in them they will never grow and develop. 

M. A hidden Book of King Solomon, nb Ol t13 N-~0~ 0 
• , is quoted 

II 70 a as source of a treatise on physiogonomy; see Steinschneider, Die 
Hebriiischen fObersetzungen des Mittelalters, Berlin 1893, p. 971, note 135. 

In the interpretation of these passages I have consulted my colleagues 
Dr. Ginzberg and the late Dr. Kotkov. It is a source of regret that the 
very important study on the Zohar has been interrupted by Dr. Kotkov's 
untimely death. 

14 The prophecy is printed in full in Jacob Sasportas ts 52. = r Ilnp, Odessa 1867, fol. 13 a and b and, from MS. Oxford 1777, by David Kahana 
in Hashiloahl, II, 327-28; PInM F 

nnVM ~P'2pt~n nr-1n, Odessa 1913, 
p. 61-62. 

15 Cat. of the Hebrew and Samaritan MS. in the British Museum, iii, 
1915, p. 71-74. 
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This book of which only a few MSS. are known was published 
for the first time in Jerusalem in 1913. The edition covers 
Genesis and the greater part of Exodus. The British Museum 
MS. contains Genesis and Leviticus. Here I found the following 
two quotations which while not likely to have been derived from 
an authentic text of the Wisdom of Solomon seem to me without 
doubt to go back to some old Apocryphal text. The author 
adds the Hebrew translation to the Aramaic text. One of 
the passages occurs folio 6 a of the edition on Genesis 1 12. It 
reads: 

*p11v pti r 114n 
(I found in the book of the Great Wisdom of Solomon, where 

we read:) "The dead thou revivest from Sheol who have been 
killed for the love of thee; the dead thou revivest from Sheol 
by thy power, o Lord! the dead thou revivest from Sheol who 
hoped for thee and saw thee not; bring life from afar by the 
order of him who reviveth us, their silver and their gold is 
with them". 

The last sentence is not at all clear and the text no doubt 
has been corrupted. The author interprets the four repetitions 
to refer to those who were killed during the Egyptian exile and 
the Babylonian exile adding in this instance the word "who have 
been killed" so that the sentence would read "the dead thou 
revivest from Sheol who have been killed for the sake of thy 
power" instead of "the dead thou revivest from Sheol by thy 
power". The third sentence he refers to those who were killed 
during the Hasmonean struggle and the fourth to the Roman 
exile. 

The pronounced belief in resurrection contained in these 
sentences we find also in the longer and more interesting 
quotation which occurs a little earlier in our book (fol. 5 a on 
Genesis 1 5). It sounds like a Messianic psalm and, as the author 
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informs us, formed the end of the book of the Wisdom of 
Solomon.16 

(And this is evident from the end of the book of the Great 
Wisdom of Solomon which speaks thus:) "Blessed are the people who died in Jerusalem, whose blessedness will not end, and 

their honor will not cease; their kingdom will not be removed, 
their splendor not be dimmed and their light not be darkened; 

A people whose strength is thus, how fitting for it is its pride, 
how agreeable its beauty. It is honored and praised very much; sin is forgiven the sinner and weighty offences they remove by 

sin is forgiven the sinner and weighty offences they remove by 

16 Margoliouth gives the page of the British Museum MS. (14 a) on 
which this passage occurs. I procured a rotograph of this page of the 
MS. which is referred to among the Variae lectiones under the text with 
B while J refers to the Jerusalem edition. The beginning of the quotation 
in another MS. Catalogue Schwager and Fraenkel XI, Husiatin 1906, p. 71, 
No. 446, literally agrees with B. 
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sacrificing unto Thee pure sacrifices in the gates of Jerusalem. 
The early generations praise and the latter are not silent; they 
acknowledge the Lord, praise Him with all their mouth, Him who 
brought us out of great darkness and enlightened us by the 
eternal light, who brought us out of the house of prison and 
broke our fetters and shackles, and He raised us from the dust, 
to great glory He brought us, our dead from Sheol He raised as 
witness unto those who come into the world, renewed are the 
bodies of them who served His might alone; they all praise Him 
by day and remain not silent by night, for He gave us joy, and 
He established us, and with great honor He clothed us, He did 
much good unto us and saved us in His great charity, let us 
praise the Almighty, for beside Him we have none". 

This text is interesting in more than one respect. It proves 
that it cannot have formed part of the Apocryphal Wisdom of 
Solomon. The attitude of this book to the belief in resurrection 
is still a matter of dispute. But it surely cannot have contained 
an unequivocal formulation of the belief in resurrection of 
the body from Sheol such as we find in our fragment. The 
brief reference to the sacrifices in the gates of Jerusalem sound 
as if the author wrote at a time when the temple was still in 
existence. If he had written after the destruction, the hope of 
restoration would in all likelihood have been included in his 

picture of the Messianic times. The Aramaic text undoubtedly 
is a translation from the Greek, for we find repeatedly R'12 as 
a name of God. Now Gibbor, while used frequently as an 
attribute of God, never, to my knowledge, occurs independently. 
It is, however, the equivalent of the Greek l'oXvpog which in 
Aquila, as Dr. Reider has shown in his Prolegomena to an Index 
to Aquila, p. 30, is the regular translation for El. It is sometimes 
used in the same way by the Septuagint, see also the Apocalypse 
of Abraham, chapter 8. The Aramaic is not of a uniform 
character but here later corruption by copyists is to be expected. 
The larger piece according to the statement of our commentator 
is taken from the end of the book and the possibility cannot 
be overlooked that an extraneous piece might have been added 
at the end of a copy of the Wisdom at some time or other; but 
no such information is given about the shorter quotation 
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mentioned before." The possibility therefore remains that we 
have before us the remnant of an unknown apocryphal book 
equally ascribed to Solomon. The Messianic conclusion found 
in the last chapter of the Psalms of Solomon is quite different 
from our passage. 

Perhaps some one more familiar with this literature can 
point out parallels elsewhere and define the proper place of our 
fragment. It certainly is an interesting remnant of apocryphal 
literature. 

17 A third reference, fol. 54 a of the edition, does not quote any text 
of the Wisdom. 
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